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PERSONAL DETAILS
Name:
Date of Birth:
Nationality:
Telephone:
E-mail:
Porfolio web:
JVA Renders web:
NONAME Lab web:

Juan Verdaguer Aguerrebehere
9 october 1993
Spanish
Argentine: (+54) 9 221 3538307
Spanish: (+34) 620744137
exel120@gmail.com
www.juanverdagueraguerrebehere.com
www.jvarenders.com
www.nonamearchitecture.wordpress.com

EDUCATION
2014-2017:

Universidad Nacional de La Plata - UNLP
Architecture Degree
Qualiﬁcation in ﬁnal Project: 10

2012-2013:

Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia - UNED
Economy degree

2011-2013:

Universidad San Pablo-CEU
Architecture Degree

2009-2011:

Colegio Santa Maria del Pilar
Secondary School, Economy and & Technological area
Qualiﬁcation in Selection exam: 9,8/14

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
January 2017
December 2017:

RADIO - Arquitectura Sin Nombre
Presenter & Announcer

December2016
to date:

NONAME Architecture Lab
Founder, 5 Competitions won

October 2015
to date:

SMF Arquitectos
Junior Proyect, 4 Competitions won

2017-2018:

Universidad Nacional de La Plata - UNLP
Co-professor in Architecture Design 5º Year

2015-2018:

Universidad Nacional de La Plata - UNLP
Co-professor in Design & Comunications 3º Year

2015-2018:

Arquitectura Factory
Creative designer and 3D Modeller

2013- to date:

JVA Renders
CEO & Founder, 2 Premios ganados

October 2013
May 2014:

Oleastro Arquitectos
Creative designer and 3D Modeller

August 2013
August 2014

ARQ47 - Aguerrebehere Lundin Arquitectos
3D Modeller
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CERTIFICATIONS & AWARDS
2018

FINALIST Concurso BAY BOOK HOUSE de San Francisco

2017

MENTION Concurso nacional CLARIN-SCA de arquitectura

2017

1º PRICE Concurso proyecto Leloir

2017

3RS Award - VRAY World

2017

Editors Choice Award - EVERMOTION

2016

2º PRICE Complejo Judicial Baricloche

2016

3º PRICE Concurso nacional CLARIN-SCA de arquitectura

2016

MENTION Concurso Nacional de Anteproyectos Viviendas
Sociales Villa 20 concurso 2º

2015

MENTION Concurso Nacional de Anteproyectos Viviendas
Sociales Villa 20 concurso 1º

2015

1º PRICE Vivienda en Red - VER 2015 - ARQUISUR

ADITIONAL SKILLS
Computer

Knowledge

Autocad
Rhinoceros
SketchUp
Vray
Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesing
Microsoft Oﬃce
Wordpress
Wix

Complex Problem Solving
Critical Thinking
Creativity
People Management
Coordinating with others
Judgement and Decision Making
Congnitive Flexibility
Driving license (Spain and Argentine)
Very friendly behaviour
High adaptability

INTERESTS
Artistic Drawing & fotography
New tecnologies
Music (saxofón)
Sports: Snowboard, Kitesurf, Basketball, Airsoft
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
NONAME Architecture Lab (December 2016 - to date)
Business Sector: Architecture / Contest / Articles / Investigation
Position: Founder, Creative designer and 3D Modeller
People in charge: 1 to 8
Type of job: Freelance
Position: Founder Architect
Area of work: Architecture Competitions / Architecture Articles
Description: The objective is to recover reﬂection spaces and to rethink convecionalisms,
as they are proposed, not only in architecture but in the society itself.
*2015
*2016
*2016
*2017
*2017
*2017
*2017
*2018
*2018

Competition Net Housing - VER 2015 - ARQUISUR
Competition INNATUR 5 centre of nature interpretation
National Competition CLARIN-SCA of architecture
Competition INNATUR 6 centre of nature interpretation
KAIRA LOORO International Architecture competition - SACRED ARCHITECTURE
I Concurso Internacional “inHAUS LAB – Design your modular house”
National Competition CLARIN-SCA of architecture
Competition eVolo Skyscraper Competition
Library of the future Competition BAY BOOK HOUSE, San Francisco

RADIO - Arquitectura sin nombre (January 2017 - December 2017)
Business Sector: Architecture / Radio
Position: Presenter / Announcer
People in charge: 1 to 8
Type of job: Freelance
Position: Presenter / Announcer
Area of work: Architecture / Urbanism / History
Description: Radio focus in architecture interviews and discuss about cities and society
problems and future.

SMF Arquitectos (October 2015 - to date)
Business Sector: Architecture / Competitions
Position: Junior project, Cad tecnician & 3D modeller
People in charge: 1 to 5
Type of job: Freelance
Position: Architec
Area of work: Architecture Competitions
Description: Develops projects in the ﬁelds of Architecture, Urban Design,
Landscaping and Planning. The team works with multiple ideas and opinions and integrate
diferents experiences inside and outside architecture in a creative and colective work.
*2015 Competition new building for Regional Pencho Slaveykov library, Varna
*2015 National Competition 1000 Social Housing Villa 20 concurso 1º
*2016 National Competition 1000 Social Housing Villa 20 concurso 2º
*2016 Competition ampliation new area Lime Musseum of art [MALI]
*2016 Architecture Competition by COAM for CENTRO INTEGRAL DE TRANSPORTE
*2016 Competition NEW AYSA CENTRAL OFFICES – “refunctionalization of heritage building”
*2016 Competition Judicial Complex in Bariloche, Argentina
*2017 Private Competition for Housing, Hotel and Shopping centre Leloir
*2017 Competition 1000 Social housing “GREEN BLOCK” OF MÁLAGA “NUEVOS MODOS DE HABITAR”
*2017 Competition INTERNATIOANL ANTARTIC CENTRE [CAI] Chile
*2017 Architecture Competition by COAM for URBAN SQUARES IN MADRID
*2017 Competition ARGENTINA ARCHITECTURE BIENAL PAVILLION of Venice
*2017 Competition International Park in Height Villa 31 of Buenos Aires
*2018 Architecture Competition by COAM for CONSTRUCTION OF NEW BOIMEDICAL CIENCE BUILDING
IN THE GETAFE CAMPUS IN THE UNIVERSIDAD CARLOS III OF MADRID
*2018 Competition for the New Dar Al-Uloum Public Library, Arab Emirates
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Universidad Nacional de La Plata (2017 - 2018)
Business Sector: Arquitectura / Educacion
People in charge: 0
Type of job: Freelance
Position: Assistant Teacher
Area of work: Architecture Projects / 5º Year
Description: Guest contributor for the García García - Guadagna - Páez chair, focused
in Housing and the City as central themes in the ﬁrst half of the year; Y
Equipment as a subject addressed in the second part of the year
Universidad Nacional de La Plata (2015 - 2018)
Business Sector: Arquitectura / Educacion
People in charge: 0
Type of job: Freelance
Position: Assistant Teacher
Area of work: Hand Drawing, design & Communications (Level 3 - 3º Year)
Description: Guest collaborator for the Squillacioti / Jones chair, focused on the
forms and communication in architecture, criteria of composition of drawing and design
manual and digital
Arquitectura Factory (2015 - 2018)
Business Sector: Architecture / Real State
Position: Designer, Cad tecnician & 3D Modeller (associated)
People in charge: 0
Type of job: Freelance
Area of work: Commercial Design and other Projects
Description: development of collective housing projects in preliminary phase,
Architecture Infographics / Web design
*2016 Architecture Competition by COAM for CENTRO INTEGRAL DE TRANSPORTE
*2017 Competition 1000 Social housing “GREEN BLOCK” OF MÁLAGA “NUEVOS MODOS DE HABITAR”
*2017 Architecture Competition by COAM for URBAN SQUARES IN MADRID
*2018 Architecture Competition by COAM for CONSTRUCTION OF NEW BOIMEDICAL CIENCE BUILDNG
IN THE GETAFE CAMPUS IN THE UNIVERSIDAD CARLOS III OF MADRID
JVA Renders (2013 - to date)
Business Sector: Architecture / Disign / Decoration / Web Design
Position: Founder & 3D Modeller
People in charge: 1 to 5
Type of job: Freelance
Position: Founder & CEO
Area of work: Commercial Design
Description: Architecture Infographics, for Bussines & shops / Industrial Design
of producs/ Logo Design / Web Design
Oleastro Arquitectos (October 2013 - May 2014)
Business Sector: Architecture / Design / Construction
Position: Cad tecnician & 3D Modeller
People in charge: 0
Type of job: Freelance
Area of work: Projects
Description: Development of commercial projects in all their phases:
preliminary phase, basic and execution project, commercial plans.
ARQ47 - Aguerrebehere Lundin Arquitectos (August 2013 - August 2014)
Business Sector: Real State
Position: 3D Modeller
People in charge: 0
Type of job: Freelance
Position: Intern
Area of work: Projects
Description: Development of collective housing projects preliminary phase phase,
3d modeling of buildings and commercial rendering.
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24 COMPETITIONS MADE

Net Housing Competition - VER 2015 - ARQUISUR
Nuw building for the Regional
Pencho Slaveykov Library, Varna

2015

1000 Social Housing National
Competition Villa 20 concurso 1º
1000 Social Housing National
Competition Villa 20 concurso 2º

First Price

INNATUR 5 Nature Interpretation
Centre Competition
Competition for the New Area of the
Lime Musseum of art [MALI]
Architecture Competition by COAM
CENTRO INTEGRAL DE TRANSPORTE

2016

National Competition CLARIN-SCA of Architecture

Second Price

AYSA CENTRAL OFFICES COMPETITION –
“refunctionalization of heritage building”
BARILOCHE JUDICIAL COMPLEX
COMPETITION, Argentina
Private Competition Housing,
Hotel and Shopping Centre - Leloir
INNATUR 6 Nature Interpretation
Centre Competition

Third price

KAIRA LOORO International Architecture
competition - SACRED ARCHITECTURE
1000 Social Housing Competition “GREEN BLOCK”
MÁLAGA “NUEVOS MODOS DE HABITAR”
I Concurso Internacional “inHAUS
LAB - Design your modular house”

2017

International Antartic Centre Competition[CAI] Chile

Mention of Honor

Architecture Competition by COAM
PLAZAS URBANAS EN MADRID
ARGENTINA ARCHITECTURE BIENAL PAVILLION
of Venice Competition
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION FOR
Park in Height Villa 31 Buenos Aires
National Competition CLARIN-SCA of Architecture

Finalist

eVolo Skyscraper Competition
Architecture Competition by COAM
CONSTRUCTION OF NEW BOIMEDICAL CIENCE
BUILDING IN THE GETAFE CAMPUS IN
THE UNIVERSIDAD CARLOS III OF MADRID

2018
Library of the future Competition
BAY BOOK HOUSE, San Francisco
Competition for the New Dar
Al-Uloum Public Library, Arab Emirates
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SELECTED PROJECTS

LIBRARY
Bay Book House
San Francisco

10

80 Networked
housing in
Sao Paulo

16

Library
Slaveykov
Varna

26
1000 Households in
Lugano
Contemporary art
musseum
Lime

42

34
Integral transport
centre METRO
Madrid

52
180 Households in
Los Hornos

58

Universitary
complex
Berisso y Ensenada

66
Judicial complex
Bariloche

74

Kaira Looro
Sacred Architecture
Tanaf

80
Wind Memorial
Talampaya

86

Biomedical Ciences
Building
Madrid

92
Vertical City
La Plata

98
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COMPETITION FUTURE’S LIBRARY BAY BOOK HOUSE
2018
Finalist Competition BAY BOOK HOUSE 2018
Special Price Competition BAY BOOK HOUSE 2018
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LIBRARYNTH
SAN FRANCISCO, EEUU

“LOST IN KNOW LEDGE”
The project addresses a building in constant
dialogue with the most important natural
element in the bay: water. It proposes a new
archetype of the intellectual culture of how
to inhabit knowledge, based on constant technological innova on, to provide a contemporary response to the way of approaching
learning from architecture.
The simple and con nuous form of the labyrinth allows us to perceive the density and
quan ty of knowledge, to provoke in the user
not only the experience but also the sensaon of ge ng lost in it. It func ons as a node,
epicenter of the transmission of knowledge
that opens up to the natural environment to
be integrated into the landscape of the bay.
The circular form refers to inﬁnity, a metaphor
about the knowledge of all things, opening up
around the perimeter thanks to the labyrinth, making knowledge more accessible to the
community.
This building combines the landscape of water and the urban landscape by means of its
muta on, which occurs through the diﬀ erent
levels of water throughout the course of the
year, transferring it to the programma c and
ﬂow sense, ac va ng and deac va ng areas,
routes and income. At the same me, an entrance area is always maintained through
the beaches, which become a record of the
upward and downward movements of the
water, posi oning the user of the labyrinth as
the main spectator.
Due to its geographical condi on, San Francisco has a characteris c feature in its bay that
makes possible the rela onship between the
city and all the points of its perimeter through the most relevant and iden fying form of
communica on of the city: the nau cal routes.

12
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The diﬀerent opera ons that took place during the history and the comple on of the
Bay Bridge resulted in a decrease in the use
of the docks and, consequently, in the use of
the routes, leading to a lethargy of unhealthy
horizons. For this reason, the proposal seeks a
demand for nau cal communica on, through
a device inserted in the water, to promote the
use of the docks in all areas and reac vate the
areas that are disused.
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The maze is in constant interac on with the
environment through changes in tones and
water reﬂec ons, or levels of light and shade.
The orienta on of the building’s beaches provides speciﬁ c frames of the environment, loca ng the ﬁnancial district, the bay and the
city to the south. The diﬀerent scales of the
route in the labyrinth allow diﬀerent areas for
the search for individual knowledge, intermediate points for cultural exchange, large spaces for the transmission of knowledge, and
also open spaces linked to the environment.
All these elements are revealed through the
experience of the building.

Individual experience
Personal search and interac ve experience through the walls and the ﬂoor
itself with various 2D/3D/4D projec on technologies. The density of the
labyrinth allows for more sectorized spaces, with lower hierarchy scales
and greater privacy. It incorporates equipment in direct rela on to the interac ve use of walls/books, along with elements of interac on repeated
in greater numbers to allow several users simultaneously.

Collec ve experience
The narrow plot of the project gives way to widenings and openings, enabling large and concatenated spaces that allow the connec on with the
rest of the spaces, as well as the elabora on of knowledge and experience
from the sharing, through the ar cula on of diverse elements that allow
the mixture and crossing of diverse themes in pursuit of the elabora on of
a mul disciplinary compound thought.

Recrea onal experience
Learning and knowledge merge in spaces where users expose what they
have learned and are nourished by new experiences oﬀered by others. The
devices promote the exchange of knowledge and the spa ality frames the
environment in a dialogue between the support and the context. The direc on of knowledge is not in a single sense, but a system of rela onships
is generated that enhances the quality of experimenta on.

Contempla ve experience
Access point to the building and direct connec on to the bay area. The
context here translates into experience allowing water to become a sensory actor. The beaches allow a direct interac on with the water, deno ng
its characteris cs, through the up and down registers that make visible the
varia ons of the soil, as well as the projec ons and their reﬂec ons.
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An experience that, in turn, are mul ple experiences generated with the purpose of
immersing ourselves in knowledge un l “losing ourselves”. To capture knowledge through a dynamic and open sensory experience
that makes it possible. Rather, it is to allow
knowledge to trap us and immerse us in it.
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80 NETWORKED HOUSING IN SAO PAULO
2015
1º price Net House 2015 - Arquisur
Mention of Honor Clarin-SCA Price 2017
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80 NETWORKED HOUSING
SAO PAULO, BRASIL

The urban proposal of Networked Housing is
presented as a response to the need for the
environment and density that São Paulo poses.
The idea is to generate a double-scale urban
space: The one of the big buildings and the
one of the people who live with a city in which
the full of the buildings predominate.
The strategy explores the possibility of developing ci es towards more prosperous,
sustainable, clean and ra onal “new ci es”.
These ci es must be not only func onal and
eﬃcient, but also beau ful and pleasant.
For this purpose, the architectural proposal
should be integrated into a general planning
of the urban problem.
Taking into account the problems of the city
and the land, the building is responsible for
reconstruc ng and honoring the degraded
pre-existences, to generate situa ons of ﬂexibility and comfort.
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The project proposes the idea of dwellings attached by a network of cables, replacing the
tradi onal structure of columns with tensors,
as well as the disappearance of beams, providing greater ﬂexibility.
This idea arises as a re-interpreta on of the
architecture of São Paulo brought to the
home.
The large concrete cores allow the building
to be totally suspended and allow us to generate spaces for relaxa on and rela onship in
height, with which we relate the limits of the
diﬀ erent pre-exis ng spaces.
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The project is broken on its faces
through glazed facades, protected by
micro-perforated metal parasols (mobile), which allow us to protect ourselves from the sun and accommodate
ourselves by the users in the way they
want, this allows for cross ven la on
and ligh ng.
The Networked dwelling becomes a
living object, which changes with the
passing of the hours and according to
the condi ons of the land.
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NEW BUILDING FOR REGIONAL PENCHO SLAVEYKOV
LIBRARY
2015
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VARNA LIBRARY
VARNA, BULGARY

To become an a rac ve place and a good alterna ve to occupy your free me even for
those who do not use the library commonly.
Oﬀer a new and adaptable environment for
reading, studying and working.
Bring together more than 800,000 volumes
of the Varna Regional Library in one building
and create addi onal space for 400,000 new
volumes.
To become an integral part of the neighbouring urban fabric.
Create a dis nc ve architectural iden ty from
a contemporary language of transparent volumes.
Urban planning restric ons and Maximum
Building Range are basic premises in the conﬁgura on of the building.
The central core of the bookstore is the central core around which the reading areas that
extend out onto the outside green terraces
are staggered. The level of the square enters
the building genera ng ﬂuid exchanges.
At the top of the hill, a lookout point coﬀee
shop oﬀ ers views of the sea horizon.
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1000 SOCIAL HOUSING VILLA 20 LUGANO
2016
Mention of honor 1º competition 2015
Mention of honor 2º competition 2016
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1000 SOCIAL HOUSING
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

The contemporary city has its territory guided
by the logic of capital derived from a “liquid
economy”, which contributes to permanently fragmen ng the urban structure by mul plying centrali es. The catastrophe aﬀ ec ng
most of the contemporary metropolises is the
lack of urban strategies and policies capable
of re-ar cula ng the urban territory with connuity and coordina on of ini a ves, where
massive housing programmes must play a
fundamental role as “city conﬁgurators”.
The shanty towns in Argen na or favelas as
it is called in the rest of the South American
countries, today represent 30% of the territory that is inhabited in La n America. This
means that approximately one third of the
people in this part of the world live under these living condi ons today.
The slums emerged in Argen na as a result
of the diﬀ erent economic crises. The masses
of migrants from the interior of the country
and neighboring countries of Argen na are
a racted by the advantages of employment
in the Metropolitan Area, these cons tuted
and cons tute the causes of their forma on.
The lack of public policies has generated a
clear deteriora on of these areas of the city
where in recent years there has been a noceable neglect and a en on by the state
which has favored its spontaneous growth without any kind of control.
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The ﬁ rst ques on we ask ourselves as architects when faced with the idea of urbanizing the villas is: What should the house be
like that generates this transforma on, what
should be the support space for these new
houses, how should we think again about
living spaces that can be progressively integrated culturally as an urbanized area into
both the city and the exis ng socio-cultural
framework?
The ﬁrst reﬂec on we make on these quesons is, ﬁrst of all, that architecture must be
social if it is not architecture. This indicates
the convic on and certainty of genera ng the
maximum Architecture with the minimum
elements.
Today, thinking about social housing means
thinking about the no on of Public Space as
a place of mee ng, of civility, of ci zen expression, in short, how to build a city, how to
conﬁ gure public space from a housing point
of view, and how to favour coexistence. Places where a crea ve life, with possibili es for
posi ve interac on between diﬀerences, can
take place, can take root.
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HOMES IN A GARDEN
A set of unique, deﬁned “pieces”. Ar culated
between voids, public spaces and circulaon, pa os of greenery and living natures for
contempla on and pause, arranged from an
asymmetrical and changing geometry, make
up the four plots of the compe on in two
ar culated pieces.
A set that can be understood as diﬀerent blocks or as two separate sets, and ar culated in
rela on to the public space.
In this sense, the project can be built in 2 stages or in its en rety.
As a rela onship, in the middle of these two
ar culated buildings, a public courtyard, a
passer-by, enriches the space of the complex as if it were an urban space, opening up
the possibility of a public “passer-by” on the
building. This in turn is a center of access and
rela onship combining with the other more
private pa os in its condi on of “green” and
areas of expansion and recrea on, from where to reach each of the homes.
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PUBLIC PATH
Due to the situa on of the place, this complex
opens up, subtly, trying to integrate itself with
the surrounding environment. Mul ple ver cal holes in the ends of each piece generate
the frame of rela onship with the “exterior”.
It thus becomes important in rela on to the
linear park that acts as a public space of union
and conﬂuence between the Villa 20 and the
new urbaniza on. The idea is to build a con nuity between the general public spaces and
the par cular public spaces of each consorum.
The aim is to generate an interpreta on of the
architectural scale of the whole that the collec ve dwelling should have, construc ng a
“discon nuous” space through the system of
ar culated pieces.
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NEW AREA OF THE LIME CONTEMPORARY
ART MUSSEUM MALI
2016
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MALI ART MUSSEUM
LIME, PERÚ

A SQUARE, MO RE THA N A MUSEUM!
The compe on for the new contemporary
art wing of the MALI Museum oﬀ ers us the
opportunity to reﬂect on the condi on that
this type of “environment” must have in the
context of contemporary life, both locally and
globally. In this sense, we understand the museum not only as an environment for the storage and exhibi on of art, but also as a piece
that dialogues with its context on the idea of
public space.
A space that is constructed from the mixture
of things... where each of these can represent each ar st to each work... where each of
them can be understood individually, but at
the same me they are part of a collec ve...
Something possible to be transformed... to be
changed... that is not sta c, where a frame of
possibili es is given... a dynamic image... as
an installa on... a constant change, where
the ar st deﬁnes with his work, the spa al
framework that architecture oﬀ ers.
This idea seeks to re-propose the meaning of
the museum in the city, where the work of art
will no longer be kept within an air of solemnity, but where art is “opened” to the public
space, genera ng a diﬀerent percep on of
art and of ar sts to society as a whole. In this
sense, the aim is to move beyond the concepon of the building and ins tu on of art in order to shape the vision of an area of ac vi es
related to art and culture.
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It is proposed to generate 2 diﬀerent axes
of ac vi es (A and B) perpendicular to each
other, establishing the MALI cultural museum
as an intersec on.
Axis A seeks to establish a landscape con nuity with Dammert Park and the Exhibi on Park
by promo ng their union.
The B axis seeks to reconnect the areas of
the park and its immediate surroundings by
linking the weaving and weaving streets with
the diﬀ erent facili es proposed in the park.
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A public square is proposed that can be
walked through between boxes, li le boxes,
transparent, translucent, opaque, of diﬀ erent
scales and gardens of diﬀerent foliage and vegeta on, ar cula ng in this act, the work of
art with the public space.
From these boxes, at mes you can see the
space of art from the inside, unraveling the
inner world of the museum, but at the same
me you can see the city in its reﬂec on.
At the entrance to the museum, from the
ground ﬂoor downwards, there is a grand
staircase, which is an extension of the exhibi on space and the park, which leads to the
entrance hall from where it overlooks the museum’s halls. At the same me, the café and
the reading area consider an independent
access on an open pa o towards the park,
emphasizing the independence of these ac vi es from the others. This pa o establishes
the possible framework for ligh ng and natural ven la on of the compendium of classrooms and intermediate areas.

48

The ﬁ rst sub-ﬂoor (-6m) of the building includes all the intermediate ac vi es such as the
mul purpose room, library, oﬃces and café
as an area that allows for an exchange before
“entering” the museum, to the speciﬁc.
The second basement (-10m) is the access
area to the rooms of the new wing of the museum and the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the art school.
It is a ﬂexible plant designed to operate independently (Museum and School), and can
also be used in an integral way all the space
as a great plant of ac vity between Museum
and School.
The third basement contains the last package of classrooms plus common areas of the
school and the en re area of warehouses,
workshops and engine rooms.

Museo de Arte MALI (2016) | Selected | Projects
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The art wing has a common light height of
8m and can be transformed according to the
boxes that are on its roof extending the height, allowing controlled natural ligh ng, view
of the outside, etc. . From here, the greatest
possible range of ﬂexibility is adopted for the
treatment of this space, which has the possibility of housing an integral surface without
supports of 38m by 59m, as the only room.
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INTEGRAL TRANSPORT CENTRE METRO MADRID
“LOST WAGONS”
2016
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LOST WAGONS
MADRID, SPAIN

Recovering public space...
Genera ng small squares with buildings facing the great central space, where these
buildings must be related from a transi on
between the public and the speciﬁc, and where by geometry, the square begins as a space to have more strength than the buildings
themselves.
The memory of metropolitan ruin...
It emerges strongly through the tracks, deﬁning a space for connec on in this new area.
A city to be remembered by all...
Introducing the railways and train carriages
as elements lost in memory and recovering
them in an eﬀ ort not to be forgo en, wanng a model of city where pragma sm can be
combined with historical permanence.
METRO Space
With the possibility of ﬁnding in these areas,
next to and under the cobblestones, a space
of cultural rela onship where buildings and
empty spaces coexist, which provide us with
a permeability that allows us to change architecture by ar s c abstrac on.
The great square
As a mee ng place, it combines the landscaped surfaces with pedestrian zones, where
the past of the roads alternates with the present of the experiences of the ci zens through me.
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180 HOUSEHOLDS “RETHINK THE BLOCK” LA PLATA
“RIZOMAT 180”
2016
3º price Clarin-SCA 2016
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RIZOMAT 180
LA PLATA, ARGENTINA

180 homes in Los Hornos, following the concept of “rethinking the block”, in a 120x120m
ﬂoodplain. The program leaves open the possibility of becoming a mixed-use program.
Do the blocks have the dimensions they
should have according to the program they
are going to house, or are they of those dimensions to make it easier to measure distances and adapt to a simple we ?
Are the gaps that are generated appropriable? How much should the void be measured? How do I want to live in my house? Do
I want to be able to grow with it? Should the
architecture be associa ve? Flexible? Changing? Systema c?
The architecture it proposes is one that is capable of responding and dynamically adjusng to current needs and circumstances.
This architecture acts as a living organism,
which responds to external s muli and develops because of them.
The no on of typological design systems goes
beyond the idea of typology.
The typological prototype is a ﬁnished object
that can be implanted anywhere without taking into considera on such fundamental
aspects as climate, topography or the urban
environment in which it is to be inserted.
The idea of a typological design system, on
the other hand, proposes projects that are
conceptually an open system that can be
adapted and conﬁgured to diﬀerent programmes, to diﬀ erent scales, to diﬀerent terrains
and orienta ons and is s ll the same project
with diﬀ erent speciﬁc solu ons.
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The housing proposal seeks to overcome the
concept of social housing, housing and all public works, is in itself social.
A system in a module of 12m x 10m that
allows a great adapta on to diﬀerent terrains, that responds to the model of city that
we propose and that is eﬀec ve in the task of
ﬁlling the residen al fabric with a high density
taking advantage of the land to the maximum
and using it in an ingenious way to generate
a quality in few levels of housing and not to
generate monumental voids.
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HOUSES WITH COURTYARD
The courtyard housing strategy emerged from the
study of sun exposure and Hilberseimer’s theories.
Trying to dimension the void so that it can be appropriated by the neighborhood and that the buildings
do not produce shade to the adjoining ones.

Houses with courtyards, in turn, allow for greater use of light. By preven ng direct light through
cement-plated panels, it is prevented from rising
temperatures in summer climates.

The diﬀerence in level was designed to generate
a technical subsoil, containing the ﬂood tanks and
the depots.
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The language responds directly to the proposed
housing design, where 50% of the housing is covered and 50% is empty. A private courtyard in height
that gives the user the freedom to use it as convenient as possible.

The opera on of interleaving the façade full-empty
in the façade responds to the use of cement-plated
panels where some, on the one hand, prevent the
direct sun from entering, and others priva ze the
internal environments that expand into their private courtyards.
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UNIVERSITY COMPLEX BERISSO Y ENSENADA
“CUBE”
2016
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CUBE
ENSENADA, ARGENTINA

Through this project we try to carry out an
experience in which there is no separa on
between what is exhibited and the building
itself. There is no architecture in the sense of
a space disconnected from an exhibi on content. The space itself was the exhibi on of the
parts.
From the metaphorical point of view, the project seeks to resemble a boat perched on the
river and at night could be seen as four stones
or lighthouses illumina ng the city and thus
par cipa ng in the search to a ract more
people who are close in other loca ons or
those who come by boat, for this purpose has
been planned a modest income with a dock.
To create a series of highlines in height so that
they would become exhibi on halls. From
that moment on, the rela onship between
space and content would already be established. This garden would symbolically represent the richness of the vegeta on in diﬀerent biomes and would be inside and outside
the building.
Is there really a limit? The program required
four departmental universi es, housing, an
auditorium, mee ng rooms, exhibi on spaces, among many other things. What you do
is bring the unstable into the program, so it’s
hard to understand whether I’m in or out. We
never sought to place a sta c, closed, stable
architecture. We bring the complexity of urban life inside the building, pu ng the established architectural concepts into crisis. To
think of a public building as if one of them never existed, to rethink and cri cize everything
that has been established.
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To abandon the concept of form and func on
and turn it into a place and event where all
people can merge. Giving richness to every
space, to every corner of the whole project.
When people walk through the building or
through it they will feel they are in a be er
world and will feel free, ﬁnally the concept of
architecture disappears and the journey begins to be so dynamic that they want to walk
through and enjoy the whole building.
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Space would be everything.
Establish a dialogue between the various interests
and desires. Bring diﬀerent people together and
collaborate speciﬁ cally to transform the planet we
live on. We are on a threshold where there is more
room for thinking only about the accumula on of
capital that must be explicit and that is what we
are trying to do. This is more than the real limit and
was present during the search for sensa ons and
experiences of the project.
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Ar ﬁcial urban experience
The boxes covering the universi es have been proposed as a prototype for an experience of the future. It is an urban structure that responds to the
contemporary desire for inﬁnite space in dense
metropolises.
This hybrid building of mixed uses and great ﬂexibility is always intended to be reinvented. It does not
seek to be just another building that tries to adapt
to its surroundings, but rather to be the result of
what the environment provides us with. It seeks
more than just an answer to a speciﬁ c reality.
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In the building it is very diﬃ cult to understand
that it is interior and exterior, that it is public
and that it is private. There is a public-exterior
at the very core of the building. There is no
dialec cal opposi on between these terms
where the public or private are clearly delimited. The space has been transformed into
public and private, and interior and exterior
at the same me.
Generate total harmony between:
INSIDE-OUTSIDE
PUBLIC-PRIVATE
ARCHITECTURE-LANDSCAPE
MAN-NATURE
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JUDICIAL CITY COMPLEX BARILOCHE
2016
2º price Complejo Judicial Baricloche 2016
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JUDICIAL CITY
BARILOCHE, ARGENTINA

A FOREST FOR JUSTICE.
The scenario of the project is framed within
a singular situa on, since it does not present
a consolidated urban fabric nor an architecture that accompanies it. In this context, the
buildings are the basal stone that generates
architectural urban pa erns for the future
transforma on of the area. The proposal proposes the concep on of a strong rela onship
with the future urban environment.
At the same me it seeks a balanced relaonship between the diﬀ erent areas of work,
public areas and the landscape. The physical
appearance, which as a metaphor, proposes
to reproduce a forest landscape, with a series of slender columns, recreates concepts
of ver cality and depth, forming a space that
is both encompassing and container at the
same me. This new urbanity allows access to
new social and environmental values.
The ins tu onal presence is consolidated, public spaces are revalued, minimizing the impact of vehicular traﬃ c and, at the same me,
possible connec ons with the surrounding
areas are strengthened, where the crea on
of a new civic center is planned. All of this,
together, enhances accessibility to workplaces, providing a worthy framework for the
role of jus ce in mately associated with the
urban environment and the par cular character of Bariloche, its nature, its culture and its
history.
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The essen ally URBAN character of the project, ra onally integrated into its surroundings, creates spa al situa ons that allow the
route, communica on and mee ng, naturally
consolida ng the incorpora on of the Complex into the urban fabric of the city, which in
the future will be complemented by the construc on of cultural and administra ve municipal facili es with the addi on of new green
spaces and the necessary movement systems.
The objec ve is to increase the eﬃ ciency of
the judicial service through ﬂexible schemes
that allow workplaces to be ra onally adapted and capable of absorbing the constant
transforma on of judicial ac vity while reserving space for future growth in the sectors
that may be necessary.
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KAIRA LOORO

SACRED ARCHITECTURE COMPETITION
“TANAF SKY ROOF”
2017
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TANAF SKY ROOF
TANAF, SENEGAL

The project does not aim to impose or stand
out in the landscape, but to generate a milestone that respects the construc ons that surround it. The cover as a generator of space
shelter and spiritual repair oﬀ ers a new sensory morphology, which is not limited to inner
concentra on, but persuades to experience
the path.
The building is not the tangible part, essenally, but all the phenomenology involved in
its approach produced through the rhythm
of light and shadow and its formal gesture in
the face of displacement. Introspec on, spirituality and divinity as experiences of cultural
circula on.
The existence of a worship space requires us
to respect the original place installed. This
place represents a key that links the knowledge of the community in the heart of Tanaf.
It becomes essen al to preserve this quality
as an unconscious collec ve, turning the building not only into a place to live, but also into
an urban dialogue that sets out very important paths to that of city residents.
The community has been the basis for establishing that, by presen ng a joint eﬀ ort that
works culture, the building in its heart is a
symbol of union by the congrega on of diverse religions, which are nourished in a behavior of social unity.
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The spa ality is considered from a clear conﬁgura on of the elements through the use of a
simple design that cons tutes a simple way of
understanding the organiza on.
This translates into an atmosphere of introspec on and the con nued use of materials
such as canvas, whose texture and behaviour
in rela on to certain weather condi ons such
as light and wind create a mys cal eﬀ ect
through shade and movement. Almost immaterial, a boundary between the sacred and
the mundane is thus established.

The use of wood recalls inﬁ nity through its
horizontal con nuity between the ephemeral
being and its con nuity in a spiritual communion between the material of seman cs and
the phenomenological percep on of visitors.
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The overall composi on of the building, which includes the ﬂoor, columns and ceiling, is made of
wood, as it meets the needs of structural design
and is one of the most abundant natural resources
in the area.

The thatched roof and founda on is made of obsolete res that support and anchor the wooden
columns that support the large roof.
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NATURE INTERPRETATION CENTRE
INNATURE 6
2017
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WIND MEMORIAL
TALAMPAYA, ARGENTINA

TO HIGHLIGHT AN INVISIBLE LANDSCAPE
Five are the senses we have to explore a place.
For this reason, we propose a dynamic experience that enhances the values of the place
by crossing the fron er of visual experience.
Enhancing the sense of hearing, by restric ng
the visuals, we generate a route where the
trainee interacts with the environment in a
way that is not accustomed to.
Evidence of a landscape that is invisible without the presence of this building, THE
WIND. The proposal results in a journey where the experiences for all the senses are the
true purpose of the project, considering the
“body” as the main protagonist of the interven on.
Latent nature:
Wind
An instrument is proposed to enhance the
wind capaci es. The protagonist, a non-visible and constant element that has great value
in this dynamic landscape.
Sensory density
Through a sensory infrastructure that oﬀers
the opportunity to integrate diverse landscapes, in a context of extreme condi ons, to
achieve an op mal understanding of the place.
Erosion
The reddish rocky soil, due to the combinaon of water erosion and wind, carves diﬀerent silhoue es day by day, which make it a
unique place of great tourist a rac on.
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Talampaya Na onal Park is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, located in the center-west of
the province of La Rioja, Argen na. It is the result of tectonic movements, to which for millennia have been added the erosion of water
and the wind that blows throughout the year,
in a desert climate, with large temperature
ranges, intense heat during the day and low
temperatures at night, with torren al rains in
summer and strong winds in spring.
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AUDIO EXPERIENCE
This interven on consists of two ver cal faces, which thanks to their broken shape cause the Venturi eﬀect. This route can be done
in two ways, walking against the wind or
downwind, feeling diﬀ erent intensi es and
speeds in the same route.
The route is through wind devices that manipulate the wind direc ons, increase their
speed and produce diﬀerent nuances of
sounds, throughout their journey, to highlight
the various ways in which this new landscape
can be manifested. To create the sensa on
of contact between the spectator and the
interven on, the diﬀerent parts are ar culated, with the logic of wind tunnels, through
narrowing, empty spaces, following the wind
this same game.
Openings are generated in the walls at diﬀerent heights where the wind ﬁlters alternately, crea ng turbulence inside, so that it acts in
a disorderly manner according to its strength
and direc on.
The most frequent winds come from the northwest, west and southeast quadrant, with
the Zonda wind being one of the most energe c. The building opens on both sides in order to capture these variants of direc onality
that the site presents.
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LIGHT EXPERIENCE
It is produced through a rhythmic play of lights in the interior, taking
advantage of the low intensity southeast winds that, when crossing
the cracks, push a series of light metal keys that open and close as
the wind makes its way inwards. It turns the space into a spectacle of inﬁnite reﬂec ons and movements on the building and on the
visitors. Depending on the direc on and intensity of the wind, the
dynamics of the light atmospheres are generated.
A visual eﬀect is produced with the natural light and shadows reﬂected by these sensory devices on the outside by their irregular shapes,
inclined planes, openings at diﬀerent heights and fragmenta ons. A
water ght space that gives rise to reﬂ ec on and medita on.
Once the visitor enters and is repaired of the dust mist, which causes
the dry and hot wind of the Zonda, aspects such as the percep on of
speed, materiality, textures, visual perspec ves and density of space,
help to achieve maximum sensi vity in the treatment of this work.
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BIOMEDICAL CIENCES BUILDING
UNIVERSITY CARLOS III MADRID
2018
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LOW
MADRID, ESPAÑA

The proposal establishes a reference point in
its form, due to its great compactness, as well
as its cleanliness and synthesis, providing a
solu on to the set of variables with the least
of the available resources.
An architecture of low impact, which establishes an integra ng rela onship with the whole and becomes the new piece that vertebra
the city with the university, seeking to generate a scale architectural cra , through the brick
as a construc ve piece genesis of the whole
proposal.
This way it is possible to combine the tradional material of the area, of great durability
and easy maintenance, with a more avant-garde and modern design.
“Achieve with an ordinary element, something extraordinary”
The reinterpreta on of the diﬀ erent ac vi es
of use in the search to improve their historical
and cultural condi ons marks a proposal of
unspeciﬁc spaces that try to mark the character of the building as an engine of knowledge.
A totalizing display space. From this point of
view, the educa onal area (classrooms and
laboratories) is clearly linked to the intermediate areas, of expansion both indoors and
outdoors.
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The diﬀerence in the levels of the site establishes the frame of reference and spa al acon of the building, gradually being deﬁned
between the diﬀ erent points of access, producing an interior universe interconnected
between the diﬀ erent ac vi es proposed by
the programma c framework.
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The design of the new building integrates and
incorporates elements that favour minimum
energy consump on, guaranteeing energy
eﬃciency and the well-being of users.
The double skin in brick la cework ﬁlters
the sun’s rays in the ho est months and lets
them pass through in the coldest, minimizing
the use of ar ﬁcial condi oning systems. This
combined with the great skylight central opening of the windows, they favour ligh ng and
controlled natural ven la on.
The roofs incorporate a rainwater collec on
system, with cisterns in the design of the vegeta on cover, located in block 2.
Thanks to the elongated design of the building and its be er orienta on, it is possible
to create a large area of photovoltaic solar panels, located on the roof of block 1.
Both the accesses to the building and the
circula on within it have been designed to
eliminate architectural barriers, allowing for
visuals and an op mum connec on between
the city and the complex and the building.
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FINAL CAREER PROJECT
VERTICAL CITY
PERIPHERICAL CITIES
2017
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VERTICAL CITY
LA PLATA, ARGENTINA

In the contemporary city, and in its evolu on,
the ﬁrst problem that arises is fragmenta on
and private ownership of land, the second
problem being the accelerated growth of the
popula on that is not taken into account for
changes in size.
In La n American ci es, due to the lack of
economic resources, housing construc on is
priori zed, promo ng private space over public space, leading to extreme cases such as
se lements, an example of a city with public
space 0.
Faced with this densiﬁ ca on, it is expected
that La n American ci es will see a boom in
housing towers without considering any other
type of proposal for the public space, which is
second to none in the city.
In Argen na, 800,000 new cars are expected
to be added to the circula on next year. Being
one of the countries with the largest market
for second-hand vehicles and having a life expectancy of the vehicle that is usually higher
than countries in Europe or North America.
Vehicles over 20 years old, which generate a
higher rate of pollu on in ci es, together with
an increase in the number of new vehicles, resul ng in a higher vehicle density, which causes circulatory collapses due to the dispersion
of public ac vi es.
While it is true that the road system has been
and remains the fundamental basis of the
urban structure, this does not imply that the
building should be subject to it. A broader and
more abstract concept of the building organiza on would have to correct all these shortcomings.
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The concept of “ver cal city” seeks to integrate the dispersed and missing public and leisure space into buildings, including all aspects of
the city, both programma c and air quality. To
this end, it is proposed not to reduce the density of housing, but to rethink its own space
so that it allows for simultaneous coexistence with a variety of public func ons typical of
the city.
The programme creates an environment that
helps to generate a new culture of work, a democra sa on of the spaces, so that there is
no clear division at height according to a company’s organisa on chart, but rather that the
uses are intermingled following the ideas of
Burle Marx.
In this way the ﬂoors reﬂect the programs,
which interact by expanding and contrac ng
at diﬀerent heights of the tower. This combina on of programs, colors and places, materializes a volume marked by the movement
that tries to contain a piece of city.
The aim is to change the concept of movement, to stop thinking about changing from
one neighbourhood to another, from one city
to another and to move on to thinking about
changing from one “city building” to another.
The proposal tries to combine the best of the
diﬀ use city with the building compactness,
complexity of uses, func ons and proximity
of basic services. To recover the simplicity in
the habitual ac ons that we carry out every
day and also to add an environmental discipline to it. Buildings designed for themselves,
self-suﬃ cient, where life also runs inwards.
Buildings in the city, thought of as a city.
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